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LEAD. COLLABORATE. BUILD.

Trying to decide which
learning management system
(LMS) is the right fit for your
school or district?
Unsure if now is the best time
to implement one?
Curious about how popular
LMSs compare to one another?

The free Guide to selecting an LMS for K-12 is one of the
many resources available on the Keep Michigan Learning
website to help you best meet the learning continuity
needs of your students and staff.

KEEPMICHIGANLEARNING.ORG

E X E C U T I V E

N O T E

FINDING COMMON GROUND FOR CHANGE
By Don Wotruba, CAE

uch has happened in our world over the last six months. Two
of these happenings that have made me particularly reflective
have been watching the public education system reach deep
inside itself to respond to this spring’s widespread shutdown of
in-person instruction and the tragic and unnecessary death of
George Floyd. While these two events may not seem connected
or define 2020 for everyone, from my perspective, they have been
opportunities to learn, reflect and change who we are and how we
approach or respond to issues in our society. Two wake-up calls to
really stop and think about how and why we educate our children
and how we treat other people.
As a result of this past spring and the virtual environment many
of us still find ourselves in, schools are being forced to look at the
delivery of education on a more individual level than ever before.
We all knew this was coming based on the increase in parents who
have chosen alternatives to traditional public education, but we
likely would not have moved as quickly if not for the pandemic.
I think we all recognize that accounting for these considerations
should not stop—it must become the “new normal” for public
education.
But we also must continue to or start to think globally as we are
in the “business” of learning. The increased level of engagement
with our various communities should be supported. School board
meetings that have hundreds of people attending and regular inputgathering community, parent and student surveys should be part
of this new normal. Technology makes most of this easier and must
remain a central part of education engagement going forward. Much
work still needs to be done to solve the inequities in internet and
device access, but the rapid acceleration and necessity of distance
learning has raised awareness of the problem to a point where I
believe solutions will be found in the not-too-distant future.
The death of George Floyd and the ensuing unrest around racial
injustice across our country shows how far we still have to go in
having a diverse, equitable and inclusive environment be the norm
and not the exception. If we don’t take positive action to change
how we treat each other regardless of differences, our country will
continue down a path of division and “us against them” mentality.
That is unacceptable to me and I hope, to all of you. Public education
is often thought about as teaching the three “Rs,” but our founding
fathers saw another primary function—equipping students to be
able to participate in and contribute to the society they would be
entering when they left the schoolhouse.

inclusive conversations is not a place we don’t belong, but a place
that public education must occupy.
Public education is one of the few common institutions that a vast
majority of our citizens pass through during their lives, and if we
are unable to prepare our students for the world, in its entirety, we
will have not done our job. We would not want a student to graduate
without the capability to do the tasks of a job they’re hired for and
we should not want a student to graduate without the tools to be an
effective citizen, including an understanding that we as a society
need to do what we can to move everyone to an equitable footing
in life. This does not happen (at least not quickly) through a
few lone voices trying to make a difference; it happens (more
quickly) when our society comes together, again through
institutions like public education, and puts the necessary
systems in place for change to thrive.
We cannot squander this time of reflection and revert to
how we have always done things. What has resulted
from these two events and more is a tremendous
opportunity to make both internal and external
impacts on our districts and our society.
How is your district or community taking
advantage of opportunities to learn, reflect and
change? This issue or LeaderBoard has a few
ideas around grants to help with funding,
building equity and how some districts
are making the most of the changes
this pandemic has forced us to put in
place. I hope you find the information
valuable and maybe a spark to start
conversations in your district. MASB
appreciates all that you are doing,
particularly the leadership you
exhibited this past spring and
into the fall, and we will be
here for you and your district
as we continue to move
ahead.

Public education often is accused of stepping into societal issues
where it doesn’t belong and even is said to be a tool of the political
“left.” Making thoughtful decisions through diverse, equitable and

Don Wotruba, CAE
Don is MASB’s Executive Director, and can be reached
at dwotruba@masb.org or 517.327.5900.
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Name: Jill Fennessy
Age: 66
Hometown: Lakewood, Ohio
Currently Reside in: Sand Lake
Family:
Husband: Dan
Sons: Alec and Jon
Stepsons: Josh and Jahn
Grandsons: Zakary, Hudson and Beckett
Schooling:
High School: Lakewood High School,
Ohio
College: Davenport University, Paramedic
and Ferris State University, Registered
Nurse
What was your favorite class during
your K-12 years and why?
Biology. I loved all of the sciences. I'm
thankful for great teachers who inspired
me to think and be curious.
Hobbies:
Music; stargazing and the aurora
borealis; observing wildlife and nature;
baking; walking; and reading.
Favorite vacation spot in Michigan:
Mackinac Island for the scenery, the
nostalgia and, of course, the fudge!
Best book you've ever read:
“Tuesdays With Morrie” by Mitch Albom
Favorite app:
Sky Guide
Favorite movie:
Most recently, “The Irishman” with
Robert DeNiro.
What is something you'll never miss?
Mosquitoes
What makes you laugh?
Things that kids say and do!
Name one thing about yourself that
most people don't know:
I used to have a muscle car for drag
racing.

Education Experience/Background:
Tri County Area Schools Board of
Education—11 years; MASB Board of
Directors—five years; MDE Special
Education Advisory Committee—threeyear appointment; Montcalm ISD
CASBA; and numerous committees. Also,
I'm currently appointed to serve on the
Campaign Cabinet for Special Olympics
Michigan. Prior to board service, I was
on a Township Planning Commission
and worked in our district as a school
nurse and substitute teacher.
Role Model(s) and how they
influenced you:
Members of the MASB Board of
Directors, past and present; fellow board
members that I've met at MASB events;
members of our board at Tri County
Area Schools; our superintendent; and
especially my family. I've benefited
from their collective wisdom, shared
experiences and support.
What attracted you to the MASB
President position:
I have been a fan of MASB ever since I
attended a board candidate workshop
in 2009. From that time forward, I've
been devoted to learning as much as I
could about board service. Attending
conferences and events I couldn't help
but appreciate all that MASB and
their staff do to support us. When an
opportunity arose to run for a director's
seat, I felt that would be a wonderful
opportunity to serve on a larger scale,
as well as be a part of something I had
admired for years. I'm beyond thankful
for this opportunity to serve our
members.
What is the #1 issue facing public
education in Michigan?
Equity.
How do you think it would best be
addressed?
By bringing inequity to the forefront of
our discussions and recognizing we need
to allocate resources to minimize the
disparities.
Anything else you’d like to add?
Go Blue!!!

List three misconceptions that people
often have about you (and, if none,
why):
That I'm well organized. In reality,
it's more like organized chaos. I've
discovered my best work is produced last
minute, as I believe that sense of urgency
leads me to more creative thinking.
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MY WORD FOR THE YEAR: FLEXIBILITY

By Jill Fennessy
Tri County Area Schools

Traditionally, the new President for MASB is sworn in at a July
board meeting and retreat, held at a location of the President's
choosing, often their hometown. It is intended to be a celebratory
event that includes the new President's immediate family, along
with their home district's superintendent, to share in this incredible honor. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, this tradition could not
safely happen.
On July 17, 2020, I traveled to the MASB Headquarters in Lansing
to take the Oath of Office from outgoing (and socially distanced)
President Matthew Showalter. There were four of us physically present for the meeting, and through the wonders of technology, the remaining 19 directors joined the swearing-in ceremony via Zoom. To
provide some sense of tradition, the MASB staff surprised me with
a video that included my family and colleagues sending messages
of support as I begin this new role. I am so thankful for their efforts
and the available technology, and I am humbled to begin my service
to you in this most nontraditional way.
For many, this pandemic has caused districts to re-evaluate their
abilities to provide educational services remotely. As we begin the
school year with well-crafted plans to educate students either inperson, remotely or a combination of both, our teachers have been
working tirelessly to prepare their class curriculum.
Teachers realize they need to be flexible this school year. They are
focused on various teaching methodologies while always maintaining a rigorous curriculum that is necessary for our students
to be successful. As we all realize, not all students have access to
the internet if we need to close schools again. There are “as many
as 500,000 students who don’t have internet access or a computer
at home, said Venessa Keesler, a deputy superintendent with the
Michigan Department of Education.”1 I know many of you have been
focused on ensuring all of your students have devices necessary for
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online learning, providing hot spots for internet access and getting
creative with your limited budgets in preparing for the school year.
I commend all of you for caring about our students and doing what
you can to provide them with equal access to a quality education.
We must keep our focus here and work together for the common
good of our students.
On another note, I hope you can join us for MASB's first-ever virtual
Annual Leadership Conference this November. By now, we have all
become adept at using technology for our meetings, committee work
and/or work lives, so this should be comfortable for our members.
The staff at MASB have been working diligently to develop a unique
virtual learning opportunity for us. I am excited to see what they
create, and I will not be surprised to see MASB use technology in
ways we have never imagined. I am confident that the information
that will be shared will help all of us navigate this vastly different
school year ahead.
Thank you for all you do in your especially important role as a
school board member and the service you provide your community
and students. I cannot wait to “see” you in November!
1
Higgins, L. About 500,000 Michigan children lack the internet access and computers needed to learn at home. Chalkbeat Detroit, April 14, 2020. Retrieved
from https://detroit.chalkbeat.org/2020/4/14/21225509/about-500-000-michiganchildren-lack-the-internet-access-and-computers-needed-to-learn-at-home, July
22, 2020.

Jill Fennessy
Jill is MASB’s 2020-2021 President, and can be reached
at jfennessy@tricountyschools.com.
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Michigan educators give their all every day, and the
Michigan Lottery is proud to have contributed $1.07
billion to public schools last year to help support them.
We invite you to nominate a deserving educator
for the Excellence in Education award.
Learn more at michiganlottery.com.
Knowing your limits is always the best bet. Call the Michigan Problem
Gambling Helpline for confidential help at 1-800-270-7117.

ASK
BRAD:
YOUR SCHOOL LAW QUESTIONS ANSWERED
By Brad Banasik, J.D.

EACH ISSUE OF MASB’S LEADERBOARD FEATURES HYPOTHETICAL SCHOOL LAW QUESTIONS THAT ARE SIMILAR TO
THE QUESTIONS THAT THE MASB LEGAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT RECEIVES FROM MEMBERS. THE ANSWERS TO THE
QUESTIONS ARE INTENDED TO PROVIDE LEGAL INFORMATION AND ENHANCE SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS’
UNDERSTANDING OF SCHOOL LAW ISSUES BY EXPLAINING HOW LAWS OR COURT CASES APPLY TO GIVEN SITUATIONS.
IF YOU HAVE A SPECIFIC HYPOTHETICAL QUESTION THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE ANSWERED
IN A FUTURE ISSUE, PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR QUESTION TO COMMS@MASB.ORG.

ETHICAL CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS AND ABSTENTIONS
A recently elected school board member is married to the school district’s high school principal. The board member knows that he can’t
vote on financial transactions or a contract related to his wife’s employment. The board member, however, is unsure about voting on the
superintendent’s evaluation and participating in the evaluation process because the superintendent directly supervises and evaluates his
spouse. Is it a legal conflict of interest for the new board member to vote on the superintendent’s evaluation? If not, may he recuse himself
from the evaluation process and abstain from voting on the superintendent’s evaluation based on an ethical conflict of interest?

The Revised School Code’s conflict of interest
law applies to a board member who “believes
or has reason to believe” he or she has a
conflict of interest regarding a contract or financial transaction that requires the board’s
approval.1 A board member must disclose the
conflict of interest and abstain from voting
on the contract or financial transaction in
question. A conflict of interest is presumed if
a board member has a “family member”2 who
is an employee of the district and is associated with a contract or financial transaction
that is before the board for a vote. Thus,
this law requires the new board member to
abstain from voting on his wife’s contract,
but it doesn’t restrict him from participating in and voting on the superintendent’s
evaluation.
Unlike financial conflicts of interest, ethical
conflicts are not defined by law. An ethical
conflict of interest could arise when personal
interests place a board of education member
in a position where he or she cannot carry
out the public duties of the office without affecting his or her private interests. Thus, in a
situation where a board member has doubts
as to whether he or she can act impartially
and solely in the public interest in regard
to an item or issue that is before the school
board, the board member should withdraw
from deliberations on the matter and abstain
from voting on it due to an ethical conflict of
interest.

Most boards of education have adopted codes
of conduct that provide additional guidance
on when it is appropriate for a board member
to abstain from deliberations or voting due
to an ethical conflict of interest. In this case,
the school board’s code of conduct indicates
that “a school board member shall not place
him or herself in situations where prejudice,
bias, favoritism or personal gain is a motivating force in his or her conduct.” Consequently, if the new board member recognizes
that his judgement will be influenced by, for
example, how the superintendent evaluates
his wife, the board member must recuse
himself from evaluating the superintendent
and abstain when the board votes to adopt
the evaluation. The ethical conflict of interest recusal prevents the board member from
breaching the school board’s code of conduct
as well as ensures that the superintendent
receives a fair and unbiased evaluation.
While a school board member isn’t required
by law to abstain from voting on a matter
that involves an ethical conflict of interest,
an abstention for ethical reasons isn’t a violation of a board member’s Oath of Office as
some would suggest.3 The oath states, in part,
that a school board member will “faithfully
discharge the duties of the office.” Granted,
it is the duty of a school board trustee in
Michigan to vote on motions and other items
of business required for board action. However, school board members also have a duty
to avoid being placed in a conflict of interest
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position and to refrain from using their
board position for personal gain to the detriment of furthering the best interests of the
school district. In balancing and reconciling
these two responsibilities to determine if
one prevails over the other, it would be an illogical and nonsensical interpretation of the
Oath of Office to arrive at a conclusion that
it requires school board members to vote on
issues that are intertwined with their private
and personal interests.
MCL 380.1203.

1

The law defines “family member” as a person’s
spouse or spouse’s sibling or child; a person’s
sibling or sibling’s spouse or child; a person’s child
or child’s spouse; or a person’s parent or parent’s
spouse, and includes these relationships as created
by adoption or marriage.
2

3
There have been court decisions in other states suggesting it is improper for a school board member to
abstain from voting when there is no actual conflict
of interest. The general rationale underlying such
interpretations of the law is that when a school
board member elected by the people abstains from
voting he or she is disenfranchising those citizens
who elected him or her to office, or that abstentions
should not be used as a means of avoiding controversial or difficult issues.

Brad Banasik, J.D.
Brad is MASB’s Legal Counsel/
Director of Labor Relations &
Policy, and can be reached at
bbanasik@masb.org or 517.327.5929.
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School’s Back in Session.
TRANSPORTATION

Learn more at deandifference.com
@deantransportation

Supporting districts to safely bring students back to school this year.

Connecting People
to Purpose

DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS COMMUNITY DISTRICT
DISTRICT DEMOGRAPHICS
Location: Wayne County
Size: 50,016
Board Members and Terms of Service:
Dr. Iris Taylor, President
(2017-2020)
Angelique Peterson-Mayberry, 		
Vice President
(2017-2022)
Misha Stallworth, Secretary (2017-2020)
Sonya Mays, Treasurer
(2017-2020)
Dr. Deborah Hunter-Harvill (2017-2022)
Georgia Lemmons
(2017-2022)
Bishop Corletta J. Vaughn
(2019-2022)

Website: detroitk12.org

DESCRIBE YOUR BOARD’S LEADERSHIP STYLE IN ONE WORD.
Transformational.

WHAT ARE YOUR DISTRICT’S MOST PRESSING CHALLENGES?
Equitable funding, access to capital, teacher shortages and
aging buildings.

ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU WOULD GIVE TO ALL SCHOOL BOARD
MEMBERS:

Change is hard and everyone wants change until it’s happening.
Our board has embraced the changes needed in our reform
work, but we must stay focused, be ever resolved in completing
this challenging work as change agents, until our final product
reflects a public-school district that our families, staff and
students deserve.

YOUR BIGGEST ACCOMPLISHMENT(S) AS A SCHOOL BOARD?

Our biggest accomplishments include hiring a superintendent
who is a visionary and education leader. He was appointed
to execute the necessary education reform that will result in
a renewed and transformed DPSCD. We have maintained a
balanced budget for three consecutive years; we maintain a
10% fund balance; and we have provided raises to our teachers
to the tune of more than $10,000 also over the course of three
years. We have implemented new policies that are guiding
best practices as we pursue our reform work. In addition,
our partnership schools are making consistent progress, our
students are reflecting growth and we are starting to bridge the
relationship gap with our community as a locally elected board
following years of distrust as a result of emergency management.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE MASB PRODUCT OR SERVICE?

As a newly elected board, we find the MASB training to be
invaluable and the Board Self-Assessment has been a tool we
use to provide another layer of accountability as we serve our
community in Detroit.
If you would like to recommend your district to be featured in a future District Spotlight, please send an email to comms@masb.org.
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HOW DO WE
BRIDGE THE
DIGITAL
DIVIDE?
THE MICHIGAN MERIT NETWORK HAS SOME ANSWERS
By Charlotte Bewersdorff
When it comes to K-12 students, disparities in broadband
internet access have often been referred to as the
“homework gap” or the “digital divide.” This lack of access
diminishes the capacity of students to succeed in the
increasingly knowledge- and information-based economy of
the 21st century.
Now, more than ever, pains of the digital divide are being
felt by Michigan educators, parents and students. Issues
of equitable access, infrastructure problems, affordability
challenges and digital literacy gaps have created the need
for innovative solutions from our educators and communities. Individual schools and districts are tasked with
developing solutions for the delivery of remote learning and
the associated technological challenges to meet the needs
of their communities.

12
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FIG. 1 NATIONAL STATISTICS ON THE DIGITAL DIVIDE1
•

More than 3 million students, or about 18% in the U.S., lack
internet access at home.

•

More than 21 million Americans lack broadband access
according to a 2019 Federal Communications Commission
report.

•

A study from Microsoft paints a starker picture showing
that 162.8 million Americans do not access the internet at
broadband speeds.

FIG. 2 MICHIGAN STATISTICS ON THE DIGITAL DIVIDE1
•

Michigan ranks 30th in the nation for broadband availability.

•

At least 368,000 homes in Michigan lack access to broadband. This equates to 27% of households in the state with
school-age children.

•

2 million (48%) of Michigan households do not have access
to more than one broadband provider, meaning no competition or choice exists when they look for a service provider.

•

5.7 million (57%) of Michigan residents are not using the
internet at broadband speeds.
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The Michigan Moonshot is a collective call to action that aims to
bridge the digital divide in Michigan. Stakeholders include Merit
Network, the nation’s longest-running research and education
network, the Quello Center at Michigan State University and M-Lab,
the largest open internet measurement platform in the world. The
goal of this initiative is to expand broadband access to all citizens
through policy work, data collection and educational outreach.
Through this initiative, the Michigan Moonshot aims to build an ecosystem that supports and inspires innovative community solutions.

THE FAR-REACHING IMPACT OF LIMITED BROADBAND ACCESS
So, why is Michigan’s access so lacking? According to the WILMA
report, nearly 40% of rural America lacks access to broadband.
Connectivity, even via wireless networks, requires access to a
backbone fiber-optic network. In Michigan, rough terrain, including
forests and dense substrates, makes the deployment of infrastructure—fiber-optic cables—both difficult and costly. Nearly 70% of
Michigan is considered rural, which makes the challenge sizable.
Wireless technologies are challenged by dense foliage and rolling
topography. Low population densities make the economic return on
investment problematic for commercial providers. Some rural areas
of Michigan house as few as two to 20 people per square mile.
Often, an organization cannot earn enough revenue to justify the
costs of building a fiber connection to rural communities.1
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FIG. 5 WHAT ARE THE FUTURE IMPLICATIONS?2

65% OF STUDENTS

FIG. 3 WHO HAS ACCESS2

This research substantiates that a lack of internet access impedes
the development of critical skills needed to competently participate in the digital economy. Consequently, entire regions that lack
internet access, either as a result of affordability, not knowing the
benefits of connectivity or missing infrastructure, may be lastingly
disadvantaged (see Fig. 5).

% OF STUDENTS WHO PLAN ON
COMPLETING ANY COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

Recently, the Quello Center at MSU, in partnership with the Michigan Moonshot, studied the consequences of poor and absent home
broadband access for the academic achievement of students in
rural Michigan school districts. Many students in rural areas do not
have internet or depend on cell phones for internet access because
they live in small towns, rural areas and on farms that do not have
an infrastructure for broadband (see Fig. 3). The aim of this study,
which began in 2019, was to understand how home internet access
is related to students’ homework completion, digital skills, grades,
standardized test scores, interest in postsecondary education and
career goals. It reveals that the “homework gap” is part of a much
broader “performance gap” with repercussions not only for school
achievement but lifelong opportunities.

NO ACCESS CELL PHONE ONLY

LEVELS OF INTERNET ACCESS

SUBURBS
DEVELOPING SOLUTIONS

Findings show that a lack of broadband and dependence on cell
phones for home internet is leaving rural Michigan students behind.
Students who do not have home internet access perform lower on
a range of metrics (see Fig. 4). These differences exist regardless
of gender, race or ethnicity, parental income and education, and
whether the student has an individualized education plan. Middle
and high school students with high-speed internet access at home
have more digital skills, higher grades and perform better on standardized tests like the SAT.
Students who rely on a cell phone for internet access outside of
school experience gaps in performance that are as large or larger
than those with no home internet access. Unlike their peers,
students who are dependent on a cell phone for internet access
outside of school, rely on smaller screens with slower devices, have
access to content with fewer features, and need to monitor data
caps and recharge prepaid phone plans.

FIG. 4 WHAT ARE CURRENT IMPLICATIONS?2
4.0

2.0
FAST ACCESS

SLOW ACCESS

NO ACCESS CELL PHONE ONLY

LEVELS OF INTERNET ACCESS
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In response to access challenges during the pandemic, many
Michigan intermediate school districts have been developing shortterm connectivity solutions that extend their school’s network to
the unserved or underserved students' homes utilizing a “to and
through” community anchor institutions approach. The Eastern Upper Peninsula Intermediate School District is one example of great
execution on an innovative solution. This largely remote rural area
serves more than 6,500 students in a 4,000-square-mile region.
The EUPISD community learning hub approach leverages both anchor institutions and commercial Long-Term Evolution networks to
provide connectivity by extending Wi-Fi networks in anchor institutions’ parking lots and into students’ homes.
Regional Educational Media Centers were created by the Michigan
Legislature in 1970 to serve the elementary and secondary schools
in Michigan and enhance educational opportunities for Michigan's
children. There are 28 REMCs in Michigan. REMC1 is comprised of
two ISDs yet it provides network and Wide Area Network services
to a total of six ISDs across 12 counties and 31,600 students.
REMC1's service area spans 83% of the Upper Peninsula.
This organization is extending connectivity to students in their
geographically large community in a number of ways. Through a
partnership with Northern Michigan University, REMC1 offers the
Educational Access Network, which provides students of Michigan’s
15 public universities, Upper Peninsula colleges, K-12 districts
and other educational affiliates access to NMU LTE service both
at school and in the students’ homes. NMU provides towers and
backhaul service in this partnership, while REMC1 pipes this
internet traffic through their enterprise web and application filters
to ensure safe online experiences for students. The NMU EAN is
available in 69 locations across the Upper Peninsula, including
rural areas where the need is the greatest. In addition, REMC1 is
partnering with the Portage Health Foundation to provide 17 free
Wi-Fi hotspots across the Upper Peninsula and more access point
installations are in the works.
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Merit Network, through the Michigan
Moonshot initiative, has powered the
connectivity of the Michigan State Education Network since 2016. MISEN provides
the state’s K-12 schools with 100 Gbps
Layer-2 connectivity over a combination of
an existing Merit middle-mile infrastructure
merged with fiber owned by the K-12 system
and/or private commercial fiber. Merit also
delivers 90 Gbps internet access across
this network to serve 55 out of the 56 ISDs
throughout Michigan. Merit’s team has a
sincere commitment to providing reliable,
high-capacity networking to the education
community. Merit, the Michigan Department
of Education and MISEN have achieved
much success over the past five years in
partnering to make MISEN a showcase
for high-performance networking for K-12
education, both regionally and nationally.
Partners involved include:
•

MDE

•

Michigan Educational Technology
Directors

•

Michigan Association of Intermediate
School Administrators

In addition to supporting the efforts of these
ISDs, the Michigan Moonshot has deployed
citizen-scientist internet data collection
efforts in various communities, K-12s and
higher education institutions throughout
the state. Armed with an accurate picture
of Michigan’s connectivity, barriers to
broadband network deployment in rural
communities could be reduced through a
combination of techniques. Efforts to secure one-time funds to supplement network
construction costs, the creation of community connectivity task force teams, the
deployment of municipal network education initiatives and seeking planning grants
could present viable next steps to address
the lack of connectivity in Michigan.

FIG. 6 FINANCING OPTIONS1

BROADBAND TERMINOLOGY1

There are three possible sources of funds
for broadband infrastructure investment:

Anchor Institutions

1.

Private industry

2.

The people themselves (via
municipality or utility general fund,
public revenue bond, general
obligation bond or cost avoidance)

3.

A combination of the two (publicprivate relationships)

WORK STILL TO BE DONE
The Michigan Moonshot aims to act as a
catalyst in the broadband ecosystem by
informing policymakers, fostering public-private partnerships and conducting groundbreaking research that maps the impacts
of the digital divide. The organization has
also developed an online educational series
and step-by-step connectivity framework
to expand internet access to students and
beyond. Visit MichiganMoonshot.org to
learn more about expanding connectivity in
your region.
Additionally, to learn more about the Broadband and Student Performance Gaps Study
conducted by the Quello Center at MSU,
visit broadbandgap.net.
1
Merit Network. Michigan Moonshot Broadband
Framework: Expanding Community Networks in
Rural Michigan, 2020. Retrieved from www.merit.
edu/community/moonshot/framework/#download,
Aug. 27. 2020.

Hampton, K.N., Fernandez, L., Robinson, C.T., and
Bauer, J.M. Broadband and Student Performance
Gaps. James H. and Mary B. Quello Center, Michigan State University, 2019. Retrieved from https://
quello.msu.edu/broadbandgap/, Aug. 27, 2020.

2

Flagship community institutions—including but not limited to schools, health care
centers and libraries. Anchor institutions
are sometimes connected to fiber even
when fiber service is not commercially
available in the community. Because of
this, they can act as a connection to the
internet backbone.
Backbone Network
A backbone is the part of the network
infrastructure that interconnects different networks and provides a path to
exchange data between these different
networks. While backbones can be as
small as a corporate backbone in an
individual data center or as large as
a global transoceanic cable, the most
common definition is the collection of
network links that connect internet peering points. Where these peering points
then branch off into more local routes is
called “middle mile.”
Backhaul
A general term for the segment of a
network between the core and the edge.
An example: the connection from a community network hub in a small town to
a carrier hotel where it connects to the
Internet backbone.
Broadband
A speed benchmark set and updated by
the Federal Communications Commission. The benchmark was last updated in
2015 to define broadband as 25 Mbps
download speeds and 3 Mbps upload
speeds. “Broadband” is generally shorthand for high-quality internet service.
Merit’s position is that broadband for the
modern household should be defined at
100 Mb for both download and upload —
networks should be built with a “capacity
planning” and future-proofing mindset.
Fiber-Optic

Charlotte Bewersdorff
Charlotte is Vice President for Community Engagement for Merit Network, and can be
reached at Moonshot@merit.edu or 734.527.5700.
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A system that uses glass or plastic to carry light used to transmit information. Typically, each side of the fiber is attached to
a laser that sends the light signals. When
the connection reaches capacity, the
lasers may be upgraded to send much
more information along the same strand
of fiber. This technology has been used
for decades and will remain the dominant
method of transmitting information for
the foreseeable future.
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GETTING
RESOURCES
RESOURCEFUL
How savvy grant-seeking efforts can
help Michigan school districts innovate
during tough budget times
By Stephanie Van Koevering

It’s no secret that Michigan district leaders are bracing for fiscal distress
during the 2020-2021 academic year. State School Aid funding stands to be
reduced sharply in the wake of COVID-19, severely limiting districts’ ability to
deliver important learning programs.
Fortunately, millions of dollars in grant funds are available to help Michigan
schools bridge crucial gaps and meet local needs. The problem? These
dollars are generally awarded on a competitive basis—and the struggle to
earn them is about to get more intense than ever.
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“Even in normal times, schools are funded
at a level that makes grant support absolutely necessary,” says Heather Kortlandt,
Director of Instruction for Otsego Public
Schools. “Now, with so many additional
needs like cleaning, PPE and other essential items, districts are really going to be
working hard to secure and maximize every
dollar they can.”

DEVELOP YOUR DISTRICT’S STRATEGIC
ASSETS

Some districts, like Greenville Public
Schools, already have begun establishing
strong funding partnerships to help meet
the needs they know are coming. In June
2020, the district received a $250,000
grant from the Greenville Area Community
Foundation to help offset a portion of the
$2 million in cuts the district anticipates.

“We have it all mapped out,” Van Houten
says. “And we don’t approve the submission
of any grant that does not align with our
strategic plan.”

“We are very fortunate, because we have
two foundations that specifically support
our schools,” said Greenville Superintendent Linda Van Houten. “I’ve known their
board members for many years, and our ongoing conversations help us communicate
our needs and ideas on a regular basis.
Those relationships allow us to work openly
and collaboratively to make a difference for
students.”
The relationship Greenville has with its local
funders is the kind to which most Michigan
school districts aspire. It’s a high-trust,
high-capacity dialogue that puts student
needs first, incorporates funder feedback
and gives the district room to innovate. It’s
strategic, purposeful and effective.
And it’s 100% replicable, if the right steps
are taken.

Before a school district begins researching
potential funders, it must be ready to put its
best foot forward. This means its leadership
must have devised a clear strategic agenda
that is closely aligned with the needs of its
students and community.

While most Michigan school districts do
not have a dedicated grant writer on staff,
many have dedicated grant teams that help
research and develop their projects and
applications. These highly collaborative
panels often become key players in keeping
districts centered around their priorities at
the same time they’re out securing muchneeded funds.
“In the Lansing School District, we have an
instructional team that reviews grant opportunities and brings them to our superintendent’s executive team,” says Deputy
Superintendent Delsa Chapman, Ed.D. “It’s
very methodical and it’s worked very well to
keep us focused.”
This is an important point. Many school
districts make a common mistake when
applying for grant funds—they see dollars
available, then quickly try to build a program that meets the funder’s requirements.
These efforts are typically unsuccessful
because they’re not woven into the fabric

of the district’s programs and services or
directly tied to the needs of its student
population.
“Grant seeking should really be an organic
activity,” Kortlandt says. “In Otsego, we
begin by determining what we’d like to do
to help meet our local needs and then we
move on to how we’re going to pay for it. Our
past successes have shown our team the
power of effective grant programs, so now
thinking innovatively about funding sources
is really part of our district culture.”

DIG DEEPER TO BUILD STRONG
RELATIONSHIPS
Now that your district’s strategic plan and
team structure are rock solid and you’ve
identified a project in need of funding, it’s
time to find the right grant maker.
There are many good sources of information available to help your district identify
possible funders (see sidebar). But before
you pursue any particular grant or funder
relationship, it’s important to do plenty of
advance homework to ensure a good fit.

Top Information Sources for K–12
Grant Seekers
• U.S. Department of Education
• Michigan Department of Education
• The Council of Michigan Foundations
• The Foundation Center
• Grants.gov
• GrantWatch.com
• GrantStation.com
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“Learn what problems the foundation is
trying to solve,” says Punita Dani Thurman,
Vice President of Program and Strategy
for the Detroit-based Skillman Foundation.
“Then reach out. Relationships are at the
center of change, so you’ll want to ask for
an informal conversation about your shared
interests and the risks and challenges you
are facing.”
Alison Barberi, President and CEO of the
Greenville Area Community Foundation,
phrases it somewhat differently, though no
less directly.
“We love it when we can meet face-to-face
with the organization so we can find out
what they’re passionate about,” she says.
“We want to make sure our dollars are going
to help in ways that have the greatest impact and a direct conversation helps make
that happen.”
The Lansing School District began working
to strengthen its relationships with many
of its local funding partners during a major
bond campaign in 2016.
“During the campaign, we had focus groups,
stakeholder forums, walkthroughs and
surveys,” Chapman says. “It was through
those methodical pieces of the bond that
we were able to bring community advocates
and businesses back into our schools and
begin truly engaging with them after some
very challenging years in our district. The
conversation just had to be restarted, and
we’ve been strong collaborators with our
partners ever since.”
Of course, before any conversations happen, there must be a clear match between
the district’s project and the funder’s mission.

Kortlandt says her district has even been
willing to support its grant competitors from
time to time.
“At one point, we were submitting a grant
application for an opportunity our ISD also
was pursuing,” Kortlandt says. “We were
very open about it and even wrote letters
of support for one another. We don’t let
anything prevent us from working to boost
quality programming in our region.”
Collaboration can also add significant leverage to a district’s funding request.
“It’s important to help funders understand
how their investments fill in gaps that are
left vacant by other public dollars,” Thurman says. “Layering and consolidating funding asks can help leverage philanthropic
grants and help set your project apart.”
And finally, don’t forget to include your
district’s own stakeholders. Ensuring local
community members and parents have a
voice in the development of your program
can help demonstrate the need for what
your district is building and strengthen the
opportunities you create.

•

A description of the problem your district is trying to solve;

•

Evidence demonstrating your proposed
program is the right solution;

•

Details about the program itself (e.g.,
how it will work, who will operate it,
etc.);

•

How you’ll know if the program is successful; and

•

How much the program is going to
cost.

“I love to tell stories and the problemsolving model we use throughout our whole
district starts, number one, with a story,”
Van Houten says. “Part of the art of writing
a compelling grant application is distilling
that story down to a few concise statements. Very often, we have limited space
and a limited number of characters, so you
have to get to the core of your narrative very
quickly.”

Letters of Support
Third-party letters of support can help
make the case for your grant application.
It’s important to get those moving as
quickly as possible, and to ensure they
come from trusted partners.
• When applying for state or federal
funds, be sure to include letters
from lawmakers and other key policy
influencers.

BUILD A STRONG APPLICATION
You’ve found a funder for your program,
established a relationship and are ready to
start putting pen to paper. This is where the
real work begins—and where your efforts todate can be made or broken. How to begin?

• At the regional or local levels, letters
from chambers of commerce,
major employers, higher education
institutions and other trusted voices
can be of value.
• After you’ve researched your
prospective funder, you may identify
other organizations that may resonate
as an endorsement of your project.

DON’T STOP COLLABORATING

“Tell your story,” says Thurman. “Districts
are organized and focused on delivering the
work, but part of grant raising is telling your
story and explaining it in ways that make
sense externally. De-wonk your language
and recognize that funders may have varying levels of technical knowledge around
schools.”

Many districts extend their partnerships to
include other districts and ISDs, which allows them to approach prospective funders
as a broad, diverse alliance that shares a
common goal.

It’s time to bid farewell to acronyms and
convey not only the simple facts about
what your district is proposing, but why your
district is so excited about it.

“I spend a lot of time looking at potential
funders’ priority areas,” Van Houten says.
“My job is to convince them that our project
aligns with their unique mission and vision.
Applications that fail to do that get set
aside, so I do a lot of homework up front. I
don’t want to waste anybody’s time.”

For instance, Otsego Public Schools has
partnered with some of its neighboring districts to coauthor a competitive grant that
helped each district reorganize its math and
science centers.
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“We know effective collaboration helps
everyone,” Kortlandt says. “It extends the
impact an individual funder can have and
allows for more peer collaboration on behalf
of all our students. We look for those opportunities wherever we can find them—we
aren’t at all hesitant to work with other
districts and partners when possible.”
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Proposal requirements can vary widely but
there are a few common elements to be
baked into the story you’ll tell, using data
where possible:

• Don’t forget your project beneficiaries.
Parent organizations, community
groups and even students themselves
may be able to add their voices in very
compelling ways.
Many Michigan districts contract with external grant writers to ensure their applications are well-developed and thoughtful.
Indeed, some K–12 educational services
exist to help districts identify appropriate
opportunities, conduct stakeholder review,
write grants and complete all required
external program evaluations.
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“Many times, there are grants we’re not
aware of, but our contractor is fully up
to speed,” Chapman says. “They know
our demographics and the direction
we’re trying to take, so they will actually
contact us with recommendations and
help on the execution side. It’s been very
beneficial.”
A skilled grant writer—whether external
or employed by the district—also can
help districts state their program goals,
identify sound evaluation measures
and address one of the key questions a
prospective funder will ask: specifically,
how your district plans to sustain its new
program after the funding period runs
out.
“Grant funding isn’t designed to last
forever,” says Kortlandt. “Funders want
to know you have a solid plan for keeping
the program going over the long term. It’s
best to bake this into your program and
budget designs up front, so everyone is
clear about what the district’s plans are.”

FOLLOW THROUGH ON THE BACK END
After your grant application has been
approved, it’s time to implement—with fidelity. Stay true to the terms of your grant
and don’t deviate from what you’ve committed to in your application. If changes
are needed, communicate with your
funder honestly beforehand in order to
maintain a strong, trusting relationship.
After all, it’s trust that makes the difference between a successful partnership
and a struggling one.
“When that trust is there, both the district
and its funder are going to be able to
stretch as a team and create change at a
much higher level,” Chapman says. “Their
work helps build extraordinary opportunities for learners and helps strengthen
communities over time. And that’s what
makes all the difference.”

Stephanie Van Koevering
Stephanie is Vice President of Resch
Strategies, and can be reached at
stephanie@reschstrategies.com or
517.974.6065.

What Board Members Should Know
When it comes to pursuing grant funding
for various projects, school board members
should be mindful of the following:
• Grant seeking is time-consuming work.
Most districts don’t have designated staff in
this area, so these tasks are typically added
on to someone’s existing job responsibilities.
It’s important to keep your expectations
commensurate to where your district is with
respect to its infrastructure growth.
• It’s likely your district is already heavily
reliant on grant funding. Title grants, state
grants and other existing opportunities
pursued by teachers and administrators
are integral parts of every district’s budget.
Protecting and furthering those dollars is
critical to advancing each and every school
district’s mission and objectives.
• Community outreach is extremely
important, and this is an area where
boards can be tremendously helpful.
Especially now, in the throes of a pandemic,
it’s important for boards to help engage their
communities and demonstrate that we’re all
in this work together. Building relationships
with local business and philanthropic
leaders is extremely valuable work that can
begin happening today.

MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD!
Help set our next legislative
priorities for public education.
It’s a critical time for public education; we need your
help to make sure we’re advocating for what will
have the greatest impact on your district.

Register for your region’s upcoming Priority Setting Meeting
by going to masb.org/priorities.
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BUILDING
EQUITY
By Dominique Smith, Ed.D.
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Throughout the history of education, there
have been buzzwords that bring change,
impact and power. Those acts of change
can be monumental or can be minimal.
But when you hear the word, you will know
what you did in that moment. As a school
leader, I have had to understand that words,
phrases and programs will come and go. I
need to be knowledgeable and understand
what will truly help transform education.
Throughout my educational journey my word
has always been equity. It is a word that
has empowered me, made me think differently and demanded me to make change.
Throughout the available research there
have been many models that express equity
within an input framework, but we tend to
see less of an output. With that focus and
lens, it was mine and my colleagues’ goal to
have a framework that had large outputs.
As we did our research1, visited schools and
did a deeper dive into our own organization, we realized that our main focus was
to create engaged, inspired and successful
learners. We dissected this concept and
asked ourselves, what would keep students
from achieving this feeling/title? As we
broke down the everyday life of students,
we noticed that they experience inequities
in different forms, and through those inequities they were not able to achieve being
engaged, inspired or successful. We turned
these observations into a framework and
built our equity taxonomy.

Equity remains a valued goal within the
educational community. Despite several
decades’ worth of work on equity, schools
have not yet delivered on the promise
of ensuring that every student has a fair
chance at success. Equity is understanding
what every student needs rather than what
everyone gets.
The creation of our taxonomy focused
around four tiers to help educators, students and families understand what inequities look like within an educational system.
We understood that need to focus around
physical integration, social-emotional
engagement, the opportunity to learn and
instructional excellence.

PHYSICAL INTEGRATION
When it comes to physical integration, this
has been the prominent area of concentration in the fight for equity. This concept was
the major focus in the civil rights’ movement
to make sure that students stopped being
segregated within schools based on race.
This has continued to be the fight. While
we may not see some of the injustices that
we saw before and during the civil rights’
movement, we still see types of segregation
within schools. Our goal and focus were
and are to make sure that any student, no
matter race, religion or sexual orientation is
welcomed into the classroom, and furthermore, feel welcomed within their classroom
and school.

Our fight was and is to have schools live
with an inclusive mindset. We believe that
student A will always learn from student
B and student B will learn from student A.
Students feel less than others when they
are pushed into special classes, told they
don’t get to go to “regular” classes and are
pulled every 30 minutes for extra class.
We believe that all students should be part
of the class and that supports, accommodation and modifications should be
streamlined within the classrooms. Those
supports then do not seem isolating but
rather a support that can help all students
become successful. When students are
part of a welcoming environment that
celebrates their diversity, they will have a
higher chance of being successful, which is
the definition of an equitable education.

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL ENGAGEMENT
Students come to school with a varying
degree of needs. The social-emotional
needs can come with some trauma that
influences their everyday success. As our
research shows, students who experience
trauma or come from a background of low
supplemental educational services will be
removed, suspended and expelled at higher
rates. As we focus on the whole child, we
understand that if students who have been
kicked out of school or told by adults they
wouldn’t make it are given a voice, have
an adult they can trust and a supportive
school system, then they have an increased
chance of having success within the school
environment.

5. ENGAGED AND
INSPIRED LEARNERS

Student Voice and Aspirations
Assessment-Capable Learners

4. INSTRUCTIONAL EXCELLENCE
Gradual Release of Responsibility
Compensatory and Adoptive Practices
Professional Learning

3. OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN

Structural Access to Curriculum Human And Social Capital

2. SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL ENGAGEMENT

Cultural Proficiency Welcoming Climate Restorative Practices Attendance

1. PHYSICAL INTEGRATION

Race/Ethnicity, Ability, Gender, Class, Sexual Orientation: Broadening the Lens
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To create an instant change within schools,
we believe that we need to increase our
teacher-student relationships and our
teacher credibility. John Hattie’s research
shows that student-teacher relationships
have an effect size of .48 and teacher credibility has an impressive effect size of 1.09.2
Both of these effects’ sizes show us the
importance of relationships. So, how do we
build relationships?
1.

Know all your students’ names and
pronounce them correctly. Particularly within a distance learning format,
make sure that every student’s name is
said during every Zoom session.

2.

Understand and know your students’
interests and share yours. Simple poems like “Where I’m from” and “I am”
create beautiful messages for students
and teachers to share.

3.

4.

Make home visits. Understand what
your students’ home lives are like. In
a distance format, ask families to join
Zoom meetings or have students do a
“welcome to my home” walkthrough.
2x10s. Ask students to take two minutes a day for 10 days in row and just
have simple conversations to build on
your connection.

When students have relationships with others in their classroom and their social-emotional needs are met, they have a higher
chance for an equitable education.

OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN

INSTRUCTIONAL EXCELLENCE

•

I like who I am.

Students deserve to have teachers in front
of them who still hold their passion for
teaching, are committed to continuously
becoming better teachers and who are
competent in their content. It is the responsibility of administrators to make sure that
teachers are still receiving the best and correct professional development to help them
grow. We should also look at how we place
our teachers. Do we put our most experienced teachers with the smallest schedule?
Do we make our newest teachers teach the
hardest courses? We have seen too often
that these approaches do not work. We
need to try to keep teachers growing.

•

I can smile at the person I see in the
mirror.

•

School is helping me plan my future.

•

I am proud of who I am.

Statements like these change the narrative to a student believing that they are an
engaged and inspired person. As we help
foster engaged and inspired learners, we
will see students who know how to properly
set goals, have a growth mindset, have a
human rights’ mindset and are resilient
learners.
The fight for equity may never be over.
Instead, it will be something that should
push every educator and motivate them
in their work. Students have the
right to equitable education and
it is on each one of us to look at
the data and determine how to
become better.

ENGAGED AND INSPIRED LEARNERS
As we change the narrative of what school
is for students and continue to lessen
the inequities that our students experience, we will start to see our students
become engaged and inspired learners. As
noted above, they cannot be engaged and
inspired if they know that every day, they
are segregated from other students. They
cannot feel engaged and inspired if they
are continuously getting in trouble because
they are still navigating their feelings, emotions and social-emotional needs. They
cannot feel engaged and inspired if they are
not able to take courses they want or deserve along with having the best teachers
in front of them. When talking to a student
body, we are hoping that no matter the age
or grade of the students, they can say “yes”
to the following statements:

Smith, D., Frey, N., Fisher, D. and
Pumpian, I. Building Equity: Policies and Practices to Empower All
Learners. Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2017.

1

Hattie, J. Visible Learning: A
Synthesis of Over 800 MetaAnalyses Relating to Achievement. Routledge, 2009.

2

When thinking of equity for our students,
the largest disservice is not providing an
equitable opportunity to learn. Within the
classroom and over the course of a student’s academic experience, this disservice
multiplies. Providing equitable opportunities
to learn can take place in a variety of forms,
including understanding the home life of
students and providing support to tackle
those challenges; setting high expectations
for all students and providing scaffolds for
success; and being flexible to change what
is no longer working within the classroom.
What works for one student doesn’t always
work for all students. After all, students cannot learn what they have not been taught.

Dominique Smith, Ed.D.
Dominique is an author and Chief of Educational Services and Teacher Support at Health
Sciences High and Middle College in San Diego, Calif. He will be a featured presenter at the
2020 Annual Leadership Conference.
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More than just a webinar.
100% free.

100% virtual.

100% the same quality and
value you’ve come to expect.

Join us for our ﬁrst-ever fully virtual MASB
Annual Leadership Conference experience!
With keynote sessions from:
Dominique Smith, Ed.D.

Author and Director of Student Services at
Health Sciences High & Middle College,
San Diego, Calif.

Hi! I’m your #MASBHelper, here to guide you
through the first digital ALC experience!
Save the dates for this year’s event:

Anthony Muhammad, Ph.D.
CEO, New Frontier 21 Consulting

Nov. 5 – 7, 2020

Online

Times Vary

Learn more and register today at masb.org/annual20

Can We Take it Anymore?
By Ruth Lahti

Stepping into my classroom in late July
to pick up a book and some teaching
materials that I needed, I removed my mask
and took a deep breath. The smell brought
back memories of when the empty desks
were filled with students. It was impossible
not to get emotional.
The last “quote of the day” on the
whiteboard in my high school English
classroom read: Thursday, March 12,
2020 “When I just can’t take it anymore, I
lie down.” —Tessa. Tessa is my 5-year-old
daughter, and one of my students decided
that it was a funny quote—worthy of the
board. Seeing the quote in July is a bit
eerie. It’s like time stopped. We were there
one day, home for a snow day the next and
then we were under quarantine.
On that day in March, there was a murmur
about COVID-19 and how it would be
affecting schools. The students asked me
what I thought about it. Would the seniors
graduate? Would the SAT take place? What
about the AP English exam? I have been
a teacher for 12 years, but my experience
could not help me answer the questions
about their public education during an
unprecedented pandemic. One student
asked me, “How can I do my homework
online with nine kids in my family,
one laptop and no
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internet?” My palms went up, I shrugged my
shoulders, and I said, “No idea.”
The question from my student led me to
ask another question—why was my district
not one-to-one yet? We have Chromebooks
and a computer lab for the students to
use when they are in the building, which
worked out adequately well, but when we
found ourselves stuck at home, we soon
discovered that the families in our small
city in the Upper Peninsula did not have the
technology and internet access necessary
for online learning.
Our world as educators was turned upside
down (talk about a flipped classroom!).
Fellow teachers and I had to navigate how
to make sure that students were getting
the education that they needed, while
simultaneously learning how to connect
with them via technology (Zoom? Moodle?
Google Classroom?). The students had
to learn how to use their devices for their
classes without being distracted by social
media and games. We all had to learn how
to focus in an uncertain environment and in
close quarters with the other people in our
households.

As a parent, I also had to make sure that
my two daughters, who were finishing
up kindergarten and third grade, were
continuing to learn. They are well-behaved
girls; sweet, loving, but also (as any parent
or teacher knows) are in constant need
of attention. The comedian Jim Gaffigan
compared being in quarantine to the classic
sitcom Alice, “Essentially at this point my
wife and I are running a diner. We make
mediocre food for ungrateful recipients, and
then we clean up, and we do it again.” I had
never appreciated my quiet, uninterrupted
prep periods, elementary teachers, the
lunch ladies and the custodial staff more.
Why are my children so hungry and messy
and bored all the time? I have essays to
grade!
In the same tone as Gaffigan, I started
creating memes depicting life under
quarantine. One was a silly picture of me
with the caption, “I don’t always teach
online, but when I do, my technology
doesn’t work.” Not very witty, but true.
The others were about the kids’ inability
to shut the door, the exorbitant amount
of screen time we were all racking up and
forts constructed of couch cushions “Every.
Single. Day.”
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On the positive side, I enjoyed the freedom
that I had with my schedule. When I felt like
my kids needed recess, we were able to go
outside to the nearby trails to ride bikes and
walk the dog (my dog PJ is happier than he’s
ever been). In the spring, we had science
class in the garden, planting vegetables
and flowers. They’ve learned how to make
snacks for themselves, how to climb trees,
how to golf, how to paint, how to play the
violin, how to play basketball and how to
read. I have read Harry Potter to them
nearly every night (which has been a treat
for all of us).
As a teacher in the humanities, I truly
think that my children have learned to
be better and more well-adjusted human
beings in the last few months. They have
learned about the importance of family
and friends, exercise, animals, nature,

society, nutrition and self-care. However,
I also know that we have to get back to
in-person or synchronous teaching as soon
as it is safe. I think that online learning was
effective at keeping everyone safe, but it
will not be effective at making sure that our
children are literate, critical thinkers and
conscientious members of society. Also,
we have to acknowledge that there are
many of our children who live in homes with
unstable housing and negligent parents.
The food supply that families have been
receiving during this time of crisis has
been helpful, but not something that can
be sustainable for the long term, so food
supply is also an issue if they are not in
school.
The COVID-19 pandemic has been
stressful for people around the world, and
an innocent quote from a 5-year-old has

become quite poignant after all. There are
times when we educators feel we can’t take
it anymore in “normal times,” but it’s even
crazier when we add a pandemic, online
teaching, raising our own children, keeping
up a home, staying healthy and keeping
each other safe. A lot of teachers, parents
and kids might want to lie down like Tessa,
because we can’t take it anymore. But,
Michigan educators will not do that because
our priority is to make sure that all children
have access to high-quality education,
regardless of their socioeconomic status,
race, religion or ability. The students must
come first. If the school boards work with
the administrators and educators to ask
what is best for them as far as learning and
safety is concerned, then I have confidence
that the rest will fall into place.

Ruth Lahti
Ruth is an English teacher at Houghton-Portage Township Schools and
is also a member of the Governor's Educator Advisory Council. She
can be reached at rlahti@hpts.us or at 906.482.0450, ext. 1170.
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SEIZING THE
MOMENT
By Sandra Dukhie and Jackie Hart

In June 2020, Ferndale Schools in Oakland
County was the first district in Michigan
and second in the nation to pass a resolution declaring that racism is a public health
crisis. The Board of Education has been
focusing on diversity, equity and inclusion
through policies and other actions. Here,
they share part of their ongoing story.
“The Ferndale Schools Board of Education
is dedicated to equity, diversity and inclusion within our school community. We continuously strive to actively and intentionally
facilitate equitable access and representation, meaningful participation, and high
expectations for all through partnerships,
collaborations and policies.”
Ferndale Schools has partnered with the
Midwest Equity and Plains Center to turn
our lens internally by reviewing our district
as an organization for areas of growth in
becoming equitable. Through our work
with Midwest Equity and Plains Center, we
crafted our Equity Vision (shared above)
that serves as the overarching umbrella
for our strategic plan, which can be found
on our website at ferndaleschools.org. Our
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strategic plan consists of three pillars—Empowerment, Environment and Excellence.
We worked with Megan Fuciarelli of US2 to
facilitate community involvement in writing
our strategic plan goals, as well as providing
anti-bias and equity training to the board,
administration, and now teachers and staff.
We restructured our elementary schools to
ensure an equitable distribution of resources is provided to all students throughout the
district. We partnered with Advancement
Via Individual Determination and Equal Opportunity Schools to implement programs
designed to establish and foster a culture
that strives to close the opportunity gap.
As a board, we participate in book studies
to continually enhance our understanding about the importance of equity and
inclusion in education. Our most recent
book was “Cultural Proficiency: A Manual
for School Leaders” by Randall B. Lindsey,
Kikanza Nuri-Robins, Raymond Dewey
Terrell and Delores B. Lindsey. Through
our collaborative work in this book study,
we investigated the Cultural Proficiency
Continuum and focused our intentions on

cultural proficiency in our policymaking.
We collaborate with the Ferndale Schools
Diversity Committee, which is community
led. The committee’s vision is to celebrate
diversity and foster relationships; empower
family advocacy; and to close the opportunity and equity gaps. The Traditions and
Holiday Observances Project is a storytelling initiative that aims to provide our district
families with a greater understanding about
the many cultural traditions practiced by
families in our community.
In addition to declaring racism as a public
health crisis, the resolution we adopted
calls for the board and district to take action that includes developing a racial equity
policy; integrating racially and culturally
relevant curriculum; continuing training
to reduce racially motivated incidents;
creating staff affinity groups focused on
supporting staff; and collaborating with
law enforcement entities that service
our district to review our standards and
expectations to further promote a culturally
affirming climate.
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Through our resolution, the school board has directed
the district to immediately discontinue the celebration
of Columbus Day and honor Indigenous Peoples' Day.
We will also begin to teach other historically significant
dates that have not been taught in the past, such as
Juneteenth.
Implementing employee resource groups is another
tactic in our resolution and strategic plan. The first
group that has formed is the African-American Employee
Network, a safe space where employees are free to
speak their minds and express their concerns, fears,
experiences and truths without interruption, judgment,
or having to justify or explain. The AAEN is facilitated by
a district high school principal and a district teacher. It
has support from the school board, which is important
as the network will have an outlet to problem-solve and
communicate in conjunction with the district.
Going forward, the board and district have plans to
create equity audit tools that will allow us to assess our
individual and systemic biases to improve processes
related to hiring, curriculum, discipline, achievement/
growth and other practices. We believe it is important
to note this important task is not the job of one person,
rather it will be a collective responsibility between the
superintendent, administrators, teachers, families and
the Board of Education.

Sandra Dukhie
Sandra is Vice President of the Ferndale Schools
Board of Education, and can be reached at
sandra.dukhie@ferndaleschools.org.

Jackie Hart
Jackie is a Trustee on the Ferndale Schools
Board of Education, and can be reached at
jackie.hart@ferndaleschools.org.

RESOLUTION
TO DECLARE RACISM AS A PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS AS IT ADVERSELY IMPACTS
OUR STUDENTS, FAMILIES, AND COMMUNITY AT LARGE
WHEREAS, the Board of Education of
the Ferndale Schools District, Oakland
County, Michigan(“Board”), is a public
school system within Oakland County;
and
WHEREAS, there is a long history of
racism, discrimination, and segregation
within our country (well over 400 years
of chattel slavery followed by de facto
exclusion), which has adversely impacted educational and economic outcomes
for many racial groups, specifically Black
citizens in Ferndale; and
WHEREAS, the preponderance of
research confirms that this history has
had a lasting detrimental impact on the
educational outcomes of Black students
in our district and others through curriculum, discipline, and climate; and
WHEREAS, the Board acknowledges
that our students are a diverse body of
which 67% are Black/African American;
2.1% are Latino; 1.2% are Asian American; 0.33% American Indian or Alaskan
Native; 29.5% White, all with diverse
experiences; and
WHEREAS, the Board seeks to educate
each of its students from all backgrounds equitably while preparing each
child for success, as outlined in our
district’s mission and Equity Vision; and
WHEREAS, the Board strives to implement more vigorous actions and declare
stronger statements recognizing, supporting and educating all students who
are entrusted in our care; and
WHEREAS, racism has been determined
by empirical research as directly contributing to social determinants of health,
anxiety, depression, and many other
health, education and socioeconomic
factors; and
WHEREAS, the Board declares racism
as a public health crisis that unfavorably
impacts our students, families, and our
communities; and
WHEREAS, The Board seeks to continue
to live out its mandate and responsibility, as outlined in Policy 0123 to,
“establish policies and make decisions
on the basis of declared educational
philosophy and goals.”
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by
the Board of Education of the Ferndale
Schools District that:
Section I. The Board hereby declares
that racism is a public health crisis that
adversely impacts our students, our
families, and our community.
Section II. The Board charges its Committee of the Whole to research and
develop a racial equity policy for the
district to explicitly ensure our Black,
Latinx, and other marginalized students
are not disproportionately affected by
racism.
Section III. The Board charges its Committee of the Whole to research and
integrate racially and culturally relevant
elements into the curriculum and within
the school buildings.
Section IV. The Board directs the
district to discontinue the celebration of
Columbus Day and recognize and honor
Indigenous Peoples’ contributions and
the impact that history has had on their
heritage within our curriculum.
Section V. The Board will seek to reduce
incidents of racial bias and discrimination through required diversity, equity,
and inclusion trainings focused on race
and implicit bias for its staff while also
committing to monitor incidents that
are reported and sharing statistics on
its results.
Section VI. The Board authorizes the
Superintendent to work directly with the
Ferndale, Oak Park and Pleasant Ridge
Police Departments, who provide services within our schools, to review our
standards and expectations to further
promote a culturally affirming climate,
which our school buildings and students
deserve.
Section VII. The Board directs the
Superintendent to work with our almost
350 employees to begin forming race
and other identity-based Employee
Resource Groups focused on supporting
and increasing staff climate, morale,
and camaraderie.
Section VIII. It is hereby found and
determined that all formal actions of
the Board concerning and relating to the
adoption of this resolution were adopted
in an open meeting of the Board.
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Keep Your
District
Growing:
A Case for
In-House
Professional
Learning
By Lynn Slanec, Ed.D.
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Michigan school districts are again facing budget decisions impacted by difficult economic times. School
leaders and boards of education may be contemplating a decrease in professional development or
possibly eliminating all PD opportunities to fill these
deficits. However, PD purging must not be a leading
choice to balance budgets. Could cost-effective structures for quality, sustainable and targeted PD already
exist in your district?
As a new school year begins, normal routines are being altered, and many districts are facing difficult decisions. Perhaps, this is a time to revisit the importance
of student-teacher relationships and student growth
models. The Michigan Department of Education designates high-quality instruction as a key component
of the Every Student Succeeds Act and the Top 10 in
10 Years Plan.1 These and other guidance documents
connect quality instruction with learner growth. MDE’s
Consolidated State Plan2 includes an evaluation
system that targets well-vetted PD aimed at improving
instructional practices. One highly regarded strategy
for maximizing student growth is collective teacher
efficacy.
•

Collective teacher efficacy is a shared belief
about the combined ability of educators to positively impact student growth and learning.3

•

In a random-sample study of K-12 male and
female teachers, it was found that when collective teacher efficacy increased, so did student
learning.4

HIGH-IMPACT/LOW-COST PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The current global health crisis and constricted school
financing could be the interrupters that provide an opportunity to update adult-learning platforms. Districts
need PD that provides extraordinary outcomes in a
cost-effective manner that also respects the adult
learner’s health and well-being. In some reported
cases, the annual price of PD has been negatively
noted as a significant portion of a district’s budget.8 In
taking a positive approach, perhaps this is the time to
reexamine and renew prior platforms.
In-house PD can preserve program fidelity and reliability, as well as offer a variety of delivery models that
meet both adult and student needs without exorbitant
expenses. Creative minds and candid conversations often build excellent channels for professional
learning. Highly developed teams with determination,
ingenuity and well-vetted resources are capable of
providing adult learning that has a definitive impact on
student growth.
This is a unique time in education as BOEs and school
leaders prioritize needs, seek efficacy, expect fidelity
and persevere. Table 1 provides several high-impact/
low-cost PD platforms that are in-house, adaptable for
both face-to-face and remote learning, and capable of
elevating student growth and teacher effectiveness.

Although there will be economic challenges ahead for
schools, it is imperative that districts leverage adult
learning to strengthen their educational mission.
Past PD structures with solid constructs should be
afforded a renewed focus. A teacher’s subject-specific
knowledge may not be enough to generate high-level
learning. Despite what our “industrial apprenticeship
models” suggest, knowing a topic thoroughly does not
automatically translate into knowing how to teach it
well.5 Key drivers of equitable learning emerge when
teachers are working together with a common purpose and believe in their collective value.
MDE’s Practice Profile for Multi-Tiered Systems of Supports, Version 4.56 underscores the use of effective
reinforcements for educators through PD, feedback
loops and coaching. Likewise, MDE’s Teacher Leader
Preparatory Standards for Educator Development7
outlines collaboration, research-related practices and
instructional improvement as a district’s responsibility
to their adult learners.
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TABLE 1: IN-HOUSE HIGH-IMPACT/LOW-COST PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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#1.
Professional
Learning
Communities
Face-to-face or
remote
environments

PLCs across grade levels or content areas
are not a new concept. They are often part of
a district’s annual PD cycle and can provide
cost-effective platforms to improve student
and teacher growth through data dialogues,
shared vision, fidelity, collective efficacy,
goal setting, best practice reviews and other
highly vetted protocols.

K-12
District-determined
PD dates (without
students)

Part of regular teacher salary from district funds

#2.
Social-Emotional
Learning & Trauma
Face-to-face or
remote
environments

Connections are essential. “Students rely on
educators to provide many kinds of support,
including stable relationships and positive
social support.”9 “They need trusted
educators and professionals to build
resilience and find encouragement. . .”10

K-12
District-determined
PD dates (without
students)

Part of regular teacher salary from district funds

#3.
Mentor-Mentee
Programs
Face-to-face or
remote
environments

Mentoring is a districtwide program that
often matches nontenured teachers
(mentees) with high-performing, tenured
teachers (mentors). Team selection and
trust are critical and use:
1. Specific responsibilities aligned to
improvement goals.
2. Monetary compensation for assistance
with professional needs (but not part of
the formal evaluation process).
3. Annual district meetings per year and
mentors-mentees meet for half days
during the school year (with substitutes)
to collaborate.

K-12 district and
principal determined

From Title IIA, district funds or others:
1. Mentors receive annual stipends. Example: $500
for a 1st year teacher, $400 for a 2nd year Teacher
and $300 for a 3rd year teacher
2. $0 for 4, district-level, afterschool meetings per
school year (district-level)
3. $50 for materials/book studies per team per
year: Example- 40 teams x $50 each = $2,000
4. Release time for mentors/mentees with subs to
build collective efficacy: Examples:
a. Full-day subs serve a.m. and p.m. teams
b. 50 team subs x $100 per day = $5,000 per
year

#4.
Leaders of
Learning
Face-to-face or
remote
environments

MDE’s Comprehensive Needs Assessment
Progress Rubric11 through Title I prioritizes
areas of focus by identifying needs (learning
leaders may also be teachers).
1. Academic data and perception surveys
are part of Strand II: leadership, learning,
PD, climate and student growth.
Note: CNA is usually part of an
administrator’s job without added pay.

K-12 district and
principal determined

From Title IIA, district funds or others:
MDE’s School Improvement Process may need
additional collaboration time at normal stipend
hourly pay x number of hours for each task x
number of learning leaders.
a. $35/hour (possible stipend) x 5 hours x 4
learning leaders = $700
b. Learning leaders facilitate staff through the
improvement cycle

#5.
Internal Coaches
of Learning
Face-to-face or
remote
environments

Capitalize on the talent within your district to
address specific PD needs. Use assessment
and adult-learner protocols to develop a
train-the-trainer program and apply the
skills of highly able teachers within the
district to provide support for teachers in
specific teaching strategies or content
areas.

K-12 district and
principal determined

From Title IIA, state grants, Enhancement funds or
district funds:
Internal, vetted staff members are paid a stipend to
work with individuals or groups of staff members
based on needs or to chart new educational paths
within the district. Stipends (possibly $35/hour)
may be used with short-term coaches. Full-time
coaches with pay (based upon the district’s pay
scale) may also be utilized as warranted for longer
time periods.

#6.
Online Learning

Online learning can provide important
alternatives for those who learn well through
technology or when it is difficult to meet
face-to-face. Online learning may also be
offered to teacher aides and parents to help
them better understand teaching
techniques or content.

K-12 district and
principal determined

From Title IIA, state grants, Enhancement funds or
district funds:
Online processes could be used for teaching and
learning, protocol sharing, PD planning and
implementation, goal setting, assessment and data
reviews, checkins, evaluations, meetings and other
types of information-sharing processes.
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CONCLUSION
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If developing future generations of thinkers and civic-minded people is a priority, then practitioners must stay abreast
of well-vetted, educational studies and
utilize this information to lift ALL learners.
Teacher trainings are essential to advance
collective efficacy and sustain student
growth. Districts may also elect to work
with intermediate school districts to provide
pathways to high-quality PD that are both
capacity building and highly connected to
adult learning styles. Some might postulate
that PD should be eliminated to provide additional dollars for other items on a long list
of district needs.
However, if the advancement and well-being
of students is the leading priority of your
stakeholders, then a district’s focus is to
continually develop its staff both individually and collectively. Only then will our actions
model the wisdom and flexibility that these
times of change require of us.
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DON’T FORGET ABOUT YOURSELVES!
Past surveys have shown that the general
public supports board development.12 Let
MASB help you sharpen your boardsmanship
and leadership skills through our trainings,
services and resources. If your district is
experiencing financial hardship or sees the
associated costs as a deterrent to accessing
MASB services or events, consider taking
advantage of the Member Assistance Fund.
Details can be found at masb.org/fund.

Don’t Let Finances be a Barrier to
Board Development Training
Prioritize building the necessary skills over the next school year to serve your students as effectively
as possible, both individually as board members and collectively as a governance team.
In its second year, the MASB Member Assistance Fund helps to defray training costs for districts
experiencing financial hardship and that see costs as a deterrent to accessing MASB services or
events. Funds are available on a first-come, first-served basis.

Virtual Learning
Pre/Post-Pandemic:
Adaptions and Adoptions
Districts May Implement
By Fred Parker Jr.
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March 16, 2020 marked a pivotal day in
modern K-12 education history in Michigan.
This is the date Gov. Gretchen Whitmer
announced closure of all K-12 school buildings—public, private and boarding schools—
in the state of Michigan as a result of the
spread of COVID-19. The gravitas of this
grave and unprecedented situation “seared
a marker in time” on how we see K-12
education. For the first time, all districts
across the state had to figure out how to effectively deliver educational content to their
students virtually. This abrupt departure
from normalcy didn’t just change the inperson pedagogy practices among districts,
but resulted in a complete paradigm shift in
thinking as it relates to educating the whole
child virtually.
Teachers all over the state had to immediately shift from teaching traditions that
span back for generations. For the first
time, school buildings would be empty;
there would be no teacher, whiteboard,
desks or students all in the same room.
Their new “room” would be Zoom rooms
and Google Hangouts with their students.
COVID-19 forced all teachers to go from inperson, direct instruction to distant/remote
learning without any ramp-out period. For
districts that didn’t have much of a virtual
footprint, this transition was even more
of a challenge. The truth is, most teachers weren’t trained, nor school systems
equipped and moreover didn’t have the

infrastructure in place to go completely
virtual so abruptly.
If we attempted to look into the future and
peaked at the evolutionary continuum of
K-12 education, in time, it would’ve inevitably become more virtual or “on-demand.”
COVID-19 took away the luxury that time
would have provided educators in adapting
to this social shift. Any school system that
had some form of virtual already in place
was more equipped to adapt. Many districts
across Michigan had begun implementing a
“1-to-1” computing program for its students.
For the districts that had 1-to-1 programs
in place, the transition to completely virtual
was more seamless.

DEVELOPING AN EQUITABLE PROGRAM AND
PROCESS
One of the many challenges that districts
had to grapple with (and are still working on)
is managing the myriad of inequities that
come with the territory of virtual education. Frankly, many of these inequities were
already present pre-COVID-19. How do you
ensure that all students have equal access
to a computer, tablet, reliable internet
and supporting resources remotely? And,
simultaneously, having to manage that all
teaching staff has access to a computer
and reliable internet to deliver content too.
Moreover, ensuring all staff have the appropriate professional development to teach
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online. Working to make virtual education
equitable for all parties involved is a complex and expensive challenge.
According to broadbandnow.com, approximately 809,000 Michiganders are left
without internet access to a wired network.
Another 360,000 don’t have access to a
wired internet connection at all. Students
and maybe even educators are part of the
large number aforementioned. Whether
these students live in rural areas or inner
cities, this is an educational disparity that
must be resolved in order to have equitable
virtual education.

BENEFITS AND ADOPTIONS
There are many benefits that have already
resulted out of districts going online and
there are many yet to be fully realized.
Administrators and teachers are discovering
some of them by allowing students to move
through their classes at their own pace.
Self-directed instruction provides teachers
more latitude in working with their students.
When students are able to move at their
pace, teachers are able more effectively
personalize instruction by pinpointing what
standard(s) the student is struggling to comprehend. Moreover, as students prepare for
postsecondary schooling/plans, being able
to work more independently and with some
level of autonomy will better prepare them
for the real world.
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Here are a few more adaptions and
possible adoptions districts may make postpandemic:

Assessments
•

Districts had to adjust to the cancelation of standardized tests and assessments during this pandemic.

•

Colleges and universities waived SAT/
ACT requirements due to the COVID-19
crisis.

•

This shift may lead to more masterybased assessments that are currently available through many virtual
platforms.

On-Demand Learning
•

34

Our modern-day life now revolves
around us accessing content on
demand. We can tell Siri or Alexa to
provide us nearly any information that
we want instantly.

•

We can access our movies, TV, music,
shopping and postsecondary education on demand.

•

One of the future post-pandemic
adoptions maybe on-demand learning.
Deviating from the traditional K-12
secondary classroom and allowing
students to control their schedule
more and access content and teacher
support on demand for personalized
instruction.
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Flipped Classrooms
•

The pandemic has caused many districts to look more toward flipped classroom instruction where students are
interacting with new material through
homework first, followed by classroom
discussion about putting the ideas into
practice.1

•

Students are able to complete their
assigned videos, reading and work in
their own time. Then students conference (Zoom, Google Hangout, phone
or maybe in person) with their teacher
for support, further instruction and
discussion.

•

The practice of flipped classrooms
will likely be one that will continue
post-pandemic. This platform may give
some teachers more flexibility and the
ability to individualize support to their
students.

•

The practice also can lead to more
competency-based courses and allows students the autonomy to move
through the course at their own pace.
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COVID-19 has certainly impacted what the K-12 classroom looks like going forward. Many of the aforementioned practices and others will likely be more prominent in districts even after this pandemic over. At this
moment in time, we don’t know when this virus will have
a vaccine. However, what we do know is that we have
creative, smart and resilient educators across this great
state. We’ll continue to innovate, adjust and adapt as
long as we need to in order to ensure that our students
receive the quality education that they deserve. Change
will require all of us to band together and be willing to
adjust how we educate going forward. What I know for
sure is that this pandemic won’t stop our educators from
teaching and preparing our children for the future.
Trach, E. A Beginner’s Guide to Flipped Classroom. Jan. 1, 2020.
Retrieved from www.schoology.com/blog/flipped-classroom, Sept.
17, 2020.

1

Fred Parker Jr.
Fred is the Director of Operations at South Central
Michigan Virtual in Jackson, and can be reached at
fred.parker@jpsk12.org or 844.252.7268.
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FIRST Students Switch Gears to
FIGHT Against COVID-19
By De’Shondria Bedenfield
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If you are acquainted with FIRST Robotics,
the initial representative image that likely
comes to mind is the robots that PreK-12
students build to compete in a variety of
enthusiastic and challenging games. Being a FIRST alumni of TEAM #1506 Metal
Muscle, I know firsthand about this incredible experience. Along with learning a lot, I
spent weeks on end with teammates from
different schools who became my lifelong
friends. Over the course of three years, I
acquired a variety of technical skills such
as welding and electrical wiring but, most
importantly, I gained many life skills. By
taking on different team roles, I learned
and became more proficient in public
speaking, leadership, mentorship and, of
course, gracious professionalism. As a high
schooler, having the opportunity to meet
Dean Kamen, Founder of FIRST and Woodie
Flowers, former Co-Chair of the FIRST
Executive Advisory Board was a highlight
that I’ll never forget. From build season to
the energetic competitions, the experience
was incredible.

2020 competition season canceled and the
2021 year uncertain, these students were
losing out on their opportunity to shine until
they found a new mission that not only benefited them, but their communities. Instead
of robots, their focus transitioned to utilizing their skills and talent to create personal
protection equipment to help alleviate the
shortages that have been occurring during
the COVID-19 pandemic.

“The program is particularly valuable in that
it allows for every child involved to be a star
and go pro!,” shared Gail Alpert, President
of FIRST in Michigan. But with the spring

Following the FIGHT acronym, teams
were encouraged to Figure out what local
hospitals needed; Invite others to join their
team; Generate the PPE; Hand-Off the PPE
to local hospitals or first responders; and
Track the items donated.1 So far, 15
other states are participating in the
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District FIRST programs began by donating
their on-hand supplies, including safety
googles, hand sanitizer, antibacterial wipes,
etc. to health care professionals and first
responders. Then, FIRST in Michigan, a
nonprofit dedicated to bringing STEM-related activities to each school in the state,
started the 1 Million PPE Challenge. The
organization challenged students across
the state, and later across the country, to
generate and donate a total of 1 million
face shields, face masks/accessories and
safety glasses to their local hospitals and
first responders.

Challenge. This call to action has also created a two-way communication stream that
has not only allowed students to communicate with different organizations, such as
hospitals and fire departments, but those
in need can also directly contact their local
FIRST teams and request donations.
Before creating the PPE, many students did
research on designs, shared ideas among
other teams and, being the innovators that
they are, modified the designs to best fit the
needs of those they were providing it to. In
addition to working on the systems in the
district, many coaches contacted students
who had 3D printers in their homes to join
in. By using the hardware usually intended
to help during build season, they were now
able to produce up to 400 face shields per
day!
Additionally, students who had sewing
machines at their homes produced durable
face masks made from simple, everyday
fabrics. Many teams shared online tutorials for anyone in their community who
wanted to be involved. Hashtags around the
movement started trending on social media
creating an even bigger impact.
In an environment where students would
usually spend weeks in their build center
with their teammates, working apart from
them presented another challenge. While making sure to
follow safety precautions
and social distancing
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guidelines, they had to learn to communicate in new ways to accomplish their goals.
While much of the work was completed on
an individual basis, the students used email
and virtual Zoom meetings as a new way of
consulting on all aspects of what they were
working on.
One of the most important elements of
these projects that FIRST prides itself on
was able to remain the same—students
were in charge of the whole process.
“These students are the core of the entire
operation from manufacturing, marketing
and delivery of the equipment,” Alpert said.
“Students are even in charge of tracking the
PPE that is not tracked on our website until
after delivery to ensure accuracy.”
They did have some help along the way from
parents, mentors and teachers in utilizing
whatever resources were available in their
homes to design and create the necessary

supplies. Many students even relied on
other local teams when supplies ran low.
During this time, there was no shortage of
teamwork, cooperation or innovation.
The FIRST in Michigan website, created by
a high school sophomore, has become a
centralized tracking portal where teams can
record how many PPE donations have been
given and to whom. There you can find a list
of hospitals and organizations, their specific
PPE needs, and even detailed drop-off information to keep recipients and others safe.
This portal, along with the organization’s
Facebook page, has become THE resource
for idea sharing, design files and how-to
manuals.
With the pandemic changing everyone’s
perspective on how to be inventive, this
change in focus has even trickled down
to how teams are competing for the
prestigious Chairman’s Award. The 2020

season’s award is being based on a team’s
community outreach and positive impact
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Since students could not present in person, countless teams have presented via Zoom or
sent in incredible videos.
As of the printing of this article, Michigan
teams alone have donated more 2 million
pieces of PPE and 100+ Michigan teams
have participated. The COVID-19 Call to
Action is still active to help close the equipment shortage and these teams aren’t
looking to slow up anytime soon!
For more information, please visit 		
FIRSTinMichigan.us or FIRSTinspires.org.
FIRST in Michigan. COVID-19 Call to Action,
1 Million PPE Challenge. Retrieved from www.
firstinmichigan-ppechallenge.org/donation_totals/,
July 24, 2020.
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De’Shondria Bedenfield
De’Shondria is MASB’s Policy Analyst and Grassroots Coordinator, and can be reached
at dbedenfield@masb.org or 517.327.5931.

Learn How to
Advocate for
Your Community
Are you tired of taking a reactionary approach against legislation
that negatively impacts your district and students?
Are you interested in learning ways to effectively advocate in the
legislative arena?
Do you want to establish partnerships with other districts,
organizations and your surrounding communities?
MASB’s Grassroots Advocacy Program is a FREE service that your
district can use to get involved in and positively influence K through 12
education policy on the local, statewide and national levels.

Learn more at masb.org/grassroots.
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BROADENING
THE
BROADBAND
By Stacy Bogard, CAE

For those of us of a certain age and/or fans of romantic comedies, you’ll recall a scene
in the 1998 film, “You’ve Got Mail” starring Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan, where they
turn on their respective desktop computers, listen to the electronic whir of a
dial-up connection gaining them access to the internet (which usually took
several minutes) before they sign on to their AOL accounts to message
each other. At the time, the internet was only seven years old and
this clunky setup was the way to get online.

38
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Fast-forward to 2020 and with all of the
advancements made in the last 22 years,
there are still thousands of students and
educators using this type of connection or,
at best, linking through a cell phone, to do
their schoolwork. The Michigan Department
of Education notes that there are more than
28% of students who are living in homes
without internet access1, while a survey
conducted by the Michigan Association of
Intermediate School Administrators found
that there are 27.8% of educators/staff who
are in the same boat.2 While it’s been quite
common for districts to provide devices like
Chromebooks and iPads, they aren’t worth
much if a student or educator can’t gain access to the internet in order to fully use it.
“The device divide we can eliminate in the
state,” said Michael F. Rice, Ph.D., State
Superintendent of Public Instruction during
the Sept. 8, 2020 State Board of Education
meeting. “The challenge is the connectivity
divide, which is so much more expensive
and complicated to address particularly
given our large rural areas in the state.”
One option that a variety of entities have
been working to put into place are more WiFi hot spots in areas where connectivity is
lacking. A map put together by the Michigan
Public Service Commission, Connected Nation Michigan, the Department of Technology, Management and Budget, and MDE was
made available earlier this summer noting
Wi-Fi locations, primarily libraries, schools
and city buildings, that the general public
can use for free. The site lists the location
name and address, as well as the network
name and any login information.3
Internet service providers have stepped up
for qualified economically disadvantaged
families in the areas where they offer their
services:
•

AT&T—$5-10 per month

•

CenturyLink--$9.95 per month plus
taxes and fees

•

Charter/Spectrum—$14.99 per month
plus taxes and fees

•

Comcast—$9.95 per month plus taxes

Districts have also been making efforts to
improve access by opening up Wi-Fi around
their buildings (i.e., no password required);
putting hot spots in buses and parking
them around their community; providing
students and educators with hot spot devices for their personal use; and even paying the bill for internet service in the homes
of their students and/or educators.
Wayne-Westland Community Schools has
divided their bus hot spot access locations
by school, with multiple locations throughout their community for each, including
apartment complexes, churches, family
centers and their district buildings. The
signal ranges 400 feet out from the bus and
is accessible for each building’s full school
day excluding a break for lunch. The full
schedule is posted on the district website.5
With a connectivity rate of about 70%, Van
Buren ISD recently worked with a local company, Bloomingdale Communications, Inc.,
to establish long-range Wi-Fi access points
at 18 locations throughout the county as a
way to reach the remaining 30% of students
and staff.
“We looked for the best location on each
campus to see where we could ‘beam’ the
strongest signal and also maintain social
distancing or capacity from vehicles or
individuals,” shared Damian Koob, CTO, MSISM, VBISD Director of Technology Services.
“We tried to find a location that was by the
largest parking lot and had the best ‘line of
sight.’ From there, we needed to locate a
network jack from within the building and
a window to place the AP. Most of the locations were easily set up. . .with a couple that
we had to get creative on.”
While it’s not yet known what difference this
has made to its connectivity rate, district
staff is seeing a lot of activity at the locations and believe it “was a solution that
best fit the needs of our districts.”

4

In addition to the low rates, some offer one
or two months for free.

There are a number of nonprofits working to bridge the digital divide, including
Merit Network in Michigan (see page 12 for
more), and EducationSuperHighway and EveryoneOn at the national level. Since 2012,
EducationSuperHighway’s efforts have
been focused on getting connectivity into
schools, but with that work effectively done,

they have recently pivoted to concentrate
on student access from home through the
Digital Bridge K-12 initiative. Their website, digitalbridgek12.org, provides some
strategies, best practices and resources for
districts.
EveryoneOn is “dedicated to creating social
and economic opportunity by connecting
low-income families to affordable internet
service and computers, and delivering digital skills trainings.” The model they follow
is to partner with internet service providers
and other organizations to serve families
directly, as well as offer recommendations
based on what someone is looking for in the
digital arena through their online platform.6
Has your district found ways to broaden
your student and educator internet access?
Let us know how at comms@masb.org.
1
Michigan Public Service Commission. State of
Michigan launches online map of free Wi-Fi
hotspots to help residents who lack access to
broadband internet, Press Release, June 9, 2020.
Retrieved from michigan.gov/mpsc/0,9535,7-39593307_93313_17280-531407--,00.html, Sept. 15, 2020
2
Chambers, J. Hundreds of thousands of Michigan
students lack internet or computer. The Detroit
News, April 17, 2020. Retrieved from detroitnews.
com/story/news/education/2020/04/17/hundredsthousands-michigan-students-lack-internet-computer/5137377002/, Sept. 15, 2020.

Michigan Public Service Commission. Statewide
Wi-Fi Hot Spot Map. Retrieved from http://cngis.
maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id
=0d69accbb5ff422a82eccc2c9101b69d, Sept. 15, 2020.
3

4
Michigan Department of Education. Michigan
Home Internet Options for the Economically
Disadvantaged. Retrieved from michigan.gov/
mde/0,4615,7-140-28753_65803-387715--,00.html,
Sept. 15, 2020.

Wayne-Westland Community Schools. 20202021 Wi-Fi Hot Spot Bus Stop Locations, Sept.
14, 2020. Retrieved from https://docs.google.com/
document/d/1N73NAHmnM-YTpWNtQFOx4ALAcXndcxVLBryKwbxcXCU/edit, Sept. 15, 2020.

5

EveryoneOn. What we do. Retrieved from everyoneon.org, Sept. 15, 2020.
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Stacy Bogard, CAE
Stacy is MASB’s Assistant Director of Communications and Public Relations, and can be
reached at sbogard@masb.org or 517.327.5907.
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Prepare Now for Your New
Board Members

It’s an election year, and if you will have new members on your board
as of Jan. 1, review and update your Orientation Checklist now for an
optimal transition.
Items to keep in mind include:
Board
Policy manual with an
explanation of its use
A copy of current district goals
Board/Superintendent Roles
and Relationship
An explanation of the authority
and responsibilities of the
board, superintendent,
administrators and individual
board members
An explanation of how
communication occurs between
the board and the
superintendent
School Finance
A copy of the district’s budget
and an explanation of how,
when and by whom it is
prepared
An explanation of the state’s
ﬁnancial plan and what it
means in terms of local district
budget

Facilities
A list showing the number,
location and conditions of
schools and other buildings
An explanation of construction
projects contemplated and in
process
School Curriculum and
Instruction
An explanation of curriculum
standards required by state law
Copies of recent state report
cards
Administration and Staﬀ
An explanation of personnel
recruitment and hiring
procedures
A copy of staﬀ salary schedules
and fringe beneﬁt programs

For the
complete list, visit
masb.org/checklist,
or contact MASB
with questions at
517.327.5900 or
comms@masb.org.

It’s Time to Vote!
Election Day is
Nov. 3
By Jennifer Smith

Nov. 3, 2020 is the date of the next
general election in Michigan and
across the country. This day marks
the easiest way for you to be an
active participant in our democratic
society—by voting!
Many times, people grow weary of
all of the ads, news coverage and
conversation and decide it’s just not
worth it. Maybe you don’t like your
choices at the top of the ballot. Maybe you just feel like your vote doesn’t
matter. You would be mistaken.
With all of the issues facing schools,
particularly in this ever-changing environment, who represents you in the
State Legislature and U.S. Congress
becomes increasingly important. In
this era of social distancing, campaigning looks different too. You may
have to try harder to find out about
a candidate as there probably won’t
be live rallies or candidate forums.
MASB encourages you to take the
time, make the effort and find out
where your candidates stand on education and other issues that matter
to you. A simple Google search is a
great place to start.
Elections are an easy way to make
your voice heard. As an elected official who may even be up for re-election, you can lend your voice to the
process by sharing voting information
with your neighbors and constituents
and encouraging them to participate
in this great democratic process.
With both absentee and in-person

options, it really couldn’t be any more
accessible.
This year marks another big election
year in Michigan. The entire Michigan House of Representatives is up
for election and, due to term limits,
about one-third of those elected will
be brand new. Michigan’s 14 U.S.
Representatives are also on the ballot
and one U.S. Senate seat. Two seats
on the State Board of Education, as
well as two each for the University of
Michigan, Wayne State University and
Michigan State University Boards of
Regents are up for election.
Following all of those races on your
ballot will the be the locals, such as
county, city or township offices and,
of course, your school board. Any local ballot questions, such as millage
renewals, bond requests or sinking
fund questions will follow the list of
school board candidates.
There’s no rule that you have to start
at the top of the ballot and fill it out in
order. The bottom of the ballot is just
as important. Vote for the questions
and candidates that matter to you the
most, which may just be the last ones
like the school board and local tax
questions.
You can view your sample ballot
before you head to the polls at
michigan.gov/elections under the
Michigan Voter Information Center
section. Truly, the only bad vote you
can make is choosing to stay home.

Jennifer Smith
Jennifer is MASB’s Director of Government Relations, and can be
reached at jsmith@masb.org or 517.327.5912.
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MASB WORD SEARCH
Try to find the listed words.

Y T Y S R E D A E L D W E X T X T R S C
C I G T P C S D P I V Q X N W E Z F O I
I S R D P I A A V P U Z E U G O T B L G
L B O L E C H E V I L M V D O D N E U E
O H WW R J R S T V N I U M S B E X T T
P F I O N S Z Y N O Y B C Q T L M C I A
L A N O I T A M R O F S N A R T R E O R
T Y G T S H Q I F I I Y D S T T E L N T
M G Y U X V V T B E V T E C C I W L M S
Y O O I N N O V A T E I A I L Z O E I G
S T A K E H O L D E R D R L C N P N S R
R N O I S I C E D A V T B T E B M C S A
T N E M E L P M I D S S Q A U R E E I N
G U I D A N C E H I N A L P C A W F O T
T R O P P U S E D B O A R D W K L R N N

ACRONYM
APPLICATION
BOARD
BUDGET
DECISION
DISTRICT
DIVERSITY
EMPOWERMENT
ENVIRONMENT
EQUITY
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EXCELLENCE
FEEDBACK
GRANT
GROWING
GUIDANCE
IMPLEMENT
INNOVATE
LEADER
MISSION
PLAN

POLICY
RELATIONSHIPS
SAVVY
SOLUTION
STAKEHOLDER
STRATEGIC
SUPPORT
TRANSFORMATIONAL
VIRTUAL
ZOOM
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Here for Michigan.
Now more than ever.

Confidence comes with every card.®

At Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan, we’re committed to caring for Michigan and
everyone who calls it home. For our members, it’s a commitment to provide you
with the ability to see a doctor from your home, and the option to speak to a nurse
anytime you need them. Now more than ever, we will stand behind the care you
need. Like we’ve done for 81 years. Find out more info at HereForItAll.com.

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan and Blue Care Network are nonprofit corporations and independent licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.
W002101

Michigan Association
of School Boards
1001 Centennial Way, Ste. 400
Lansing, MI 48917
MASB.ORG

EVENTS CALENDAR
OCT. 14, 2020

NOV. 5 – 7, 2020

DEC. 16, 2020

Administrative Professionals
Workshop

Annual Leadership Conference
and Exhibit Show

VIRTUAL WEBINAR

VIRTUAL WEBINARS

MASB Tool-Specific
Superintendent Evaluation
Training

OCT. 15, 2020

NOV. 17, 2020

Board’s Role in Superintendent
Success Workshop

MASB Member Matters

VIRTUAL WEBINAR

VIRTUAL WEBINAR

VIRTUAL WEBINAR

JAN. 23, 2021

NSBA Equity Symposium
WASHINGTON, D.C.

NOV. 18, 2020
OCT. 20, 2020

MASB Member Matters
VIRTUAL WEBINAR

MASB Tool-Specific
Superintendent Evaluation
Training

JAN. 24 – 26, 2021

NSBA Advocacy Institute
WASHINGTON, D.C.

VIRTUAL WEBINAR
OCT. 21, 2020

APRIL 10 – 12, 2021

MASB Tool-Specific
Superintendent Evaluation
Training

DEC. 3 – 6, 2020

Board Member Certification
Classes (CBAs)

VIRTUAL WEBINAR

VIRTUAL WEBINARS

NOV. 5, 2020

DEC. 15, 2020

Delegate Assembly

MASB Member Matters

VIRTUAL WEBINAR

VIRTUAL WEBINAR

NSBA Annual Conference
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

For more information about these events, visit the MASB website, masb.org/calendar, or call 517.327.5900.

